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ABSTRACT

Code reviews are a critical part of the software development process, taking a significant amount of the code authors' and the code reviewers' time. As part of this process, the reviewer inspects the proposed code and asks the author for code changes through comments written in natural language. At Google, we see millions of reviewer comments per year, and authors require an average of ~60 minutes active shepherding time between sending changes for review and finally submitting the change. In our measurements, the required active work time that the code author must devote to address reviewer comments grows almost linearly with the number of comments. However, with machine learning (ML), we have an opportunity to automate and streamline the code-review process, e.g., by proposing code changes based on a comment's text.

We describe our application of recent advances in large sequence models in a real-world setting to automatically resolve code-review comments in the day-to-day development workflow at Google. We present the evolution of this feature from an asynchronous generation of suggested edits after the reviewer sends feedback, to an interactive experience that suggests code edits to the reviewer at review time. In deployment, code-change authors at Google address 7.5% of all reviewer comments by applying an ML-suggested edit. The impact of this will be to reduce the time spent on code reviews by hundreds of thousands of engineer hours annually at Google scale. Unsolicited, very positive feedback highlights that the impact of ML-suggested code edits increases Googlers' productivity and allows them to focus on more creative and complex tasks.


1 INTRODUCTION

Google developers spend a substantial amount of time “shepherding” code changes through the code-review process: addressing simple review comments such as typo fixes and documentation expansion, asking for small refactoring to make the code more readable or efficient, or engaging in a dialog with the reviewer to resolve more involved and ambiguous feedback. Code review is primarily intended as a tool for high code quality, but it is also commonly used as an educational tool, as well as a knowledge-spreading tool [16, 19]. As such, it is highly regarded in the Google software-engineering culture as a valuable process to support, with both time and effort.

However, even in cases where only a single reviewing iteration is needed, there is a cost involved: the code author must understand the reviewer's recommendation, look up needed information such as APIs and local code conventions, and type out the edit; any interruption or “context switching” to another task dilutes the relevant context, and might require the code author to “page it all back in again” to complete the resolution of code comments in the future. It is therefore important to improve the ability of reviewers to give more actionable, precise suggestions, and to improve the ability of code authors to address such suggestions effectively. Addressing this need translates directly into increased productivity. Machine learning poses an emergent opportunity in this endeavor.

Much research effort has been expended recently on building machine learning models that “solve” software-engineering tasks, including code review (e.g., CodeReviewer [10]). Typically such results are predicated on the fast and impressive improvement of ML models of code [2, 4, 9, 18, 24], but are usually anchored on “lab” results: measurements of success metrics over evaluation benchmarks, with limited exposure to production use.

This paper describes our efforts bringing such research results to bear on an actual, rigorous, real-world code-review setting. We built an ML-based assistant that resolves code-review comments left by human reviewers. The specific assistance involves suggesting a code edit that addresses the reviewer’s comment. We built, tuned, and deployed that assistant, and it has been in production use at Google for several months.

In this work, we side-step the question of the “best” ML architecture or foundation model, and turn instead to the problem of building an actual tool, used by thousands of Google engineers every day, and realizing its promise of strong impact on productivity. Our contributions include:

- The careful curation of a training dataset drawn from tens of millions of code reviews that, joined with other software-engineering data collected at Google, led to an internal machine-learning model specializing in resolving code-review comments (§3).
- Lessons learned about tuning this model, associated datasets, and the resulting assistant design to improve prediction quality (§4).


- Lessons learned about the user-interface experience of the assistant that best supports our developers' productivity (§5).
- Qualitative and quantitative results about the positive impact of our deployed assistant (§6) in a real production environment, strongly demonstrating the feasibility and utility of the effort.

After several months of deployment, our code-review comment-resolution assistant is addressing roughly 7.5% of comments produced by code reviewers in their day-to-day work. Although we can share only some of the methodological details of our system, we hope that our experiences described here can inform other practitioners seeking to deploy ML assistance to real software-engineering practice.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 overviews the software-engineering landscape at Google where our assistant operates. §3 describes the design and implementation for the comment-resolution assistant. §4 presents our efforts toward higher model quality, and is followed by our efforts towards better usability in §5. §6 shares results from our initial deployment, and §7 outlines some recent related work at the intersection of code-review assistance with machine learning.

2 BACKGROUND: THE GOOGLE CODE-REVIEW WORKFLOW

We begin with a brief review of Google's software development process, especially with respect to code editing and code review, which are particularly relevant to this work.

Google stores its code in Piper [14], a monolithic source-code repository (also known as a monorepo). Code is updated via changelists (CLs) using Critique, Google's code-review system [25, Chapter 19]. A changelist is a transactional update of one or more files (including potential additions of new files or deletions of pre-existing files), corresponding to a particular purpose (described in the changelist description). A changelist is committed only after a review conducted by at least one peer, producing a new revision for each file included.

Code reviews involve design and functional vetting (i.e., does this changelist move the codebase towards the goals stated in some design document?), engineering checks (e.g., are the tests covering enough desirable and undesirable behaviors?), as well as a stylistic code-quality sign-off from a process called readability review [25, Chapter 3], whose purpose is to propagate best practices, share tips, and adhere to a consistent style guide [25, Chapter 8]. A consequence of this broad use of code review is that review comments can be as simple as “typo!” or as involved as a detailed question about the introduced change that requires complex program analysis to answer (e.g., “does this field ever become null?”).

The developer addresses review comments by responding to them (e.g., to request clarification, or to argue that the comment is inapplicable), by editing the code to implement an explicit, uncontested suggestion (e.g., fixing the typo, and responding to the comment with “Done”) or even to implement an implied suggestion (e.g., responding to “does this field ever become null?” by checking if indeed this is possible, and if so, updating the code to check for that condition, which was the implied suggestion). After addressing comments in one review round, the code author creates a new review snapshot and requests another look from the reviewer. See Figure 1 for an example.

If the reviewer is satisfied, marking all their prior comments as resolved, they declare the code review complete by responding with “LGTM” (i.e., “looks good to me”); if some old comments remain unresolved, or new comments pop up, the process continues, potentially in multiple rounds. Some changelists may be abandoned after zero or more review rounds, because the review process revealed the change was not advisable, or because they are replaced by other, perhaps smaller, changelists.

Editing is performed in copy-on-write workspaces in a system called Clients-in-the-Cloud (or CitC for short) [14]. During work in progress, changes to files from Piper are represented as successive file snapshots, which may be bundled as a changelist, reviewed, and possibly approved for inclusion to the Piper repository. CitC records all updates to files, even those that do not result in a changelist’s review snapshots: every file save, including automatic editor saves—typically done every 30 seconds—produces a new CitC snapshot. Therefore, CitC snapshots provide a finer granularity of file evolution than review snapshots or Piper revisions.

This workflow is similar to other source-control systems. For example, a changelist is akin to a GitHub pull request (PR), and review snapshots are reminiscent of git commits on a pull request.

3 LEARNING TO RESOLVE CODE-REVIEW COMMENTS

We now turn to our efforts using ML to produce a code-review assistant. §3.1 describes the vision guiding our path, §3.2 explains...
the ML architecture and training process for this assistant, and §3.3 describes how the assistant is deployed.

### 3.1 The Vision of ML-Assisted Comment Resolution

Given the existing code-review workflow (§2), we set out to build an ML-based software-engineering assistant that improves changelist velocity. Among the many opportunities for ML assistance, we focus on automated resolution of code-review comments. Specifically, we target an assistant that suggests an edit to resolve a given comment.

Figure 2: Critique notifies the author that there is an ML-suggested edit available.

Figure 2 shows an example, drawn from the same scenario as with Figure 1. The assistant suggests an edit to address the reviewer’s comment and notifies the author. If the author decides to preview the suggested edit, they can click on “Show ML-edit”, see the edit as a diff, and possibly apply that edit (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Critique shows the author an ML-suggested edit, which can then optionally be approved and instantly applied directly to the changelist.

In addition to choosing to apply an ML edit or to ignore it, the author also has the option to give specific feedback on the prediction with the thumbs-up/thumbs-down buttons. Applying an edit and clicking thumbs up for it are not equivalent; in some cases, a suggested edit may inspire a fix, but not be directly applied (but the author may click the thumbs-up button for it). Similarly, the thumbs-down button might indicate a more intentional negative feedback on the suggested edit, compared to clicking nothing at all (which might be a result of losing focus, switching to another task, and otherwise forgetting to click “Apply”).

### 3.2 Modeling

We cast the problem of code-review comment resolution as a text-to-text machine-learning task. We target a text-to-text formulation, using a traditional Transformer [23] architecture based on T5 [15] (using the T5X [17] framework).

More specifically, the input to this ML model is the review snapshot at which the reviewer attached one or more comments. We “inline” each comment, by disguising it as a line comment in code, following the conventions of the programming language in which the example is written (e.g., using // for C++ or # for Python). We insert this artificial line comment at the first line where the reviewer attached their review comment. We do not consider comments attached to an entire file (without specifying a location), or an entire changelist (without specifying a file). The predictive target of this model is the edit that addresses the comment; we use an edit representation akin to diff patches. Figure 4 shows a training example drawn from Figure 1.

Figure 4: Example representation of the review comment from Figure 1. At the top, the input representation of the review snapshot and the comment inlined. At the bottom, the target edit for this particular comment resolution.

This representation can be applied to tasks other than review comment resolution, for example, addressing a compiler error, where instead of annotating the input with a comment text disguised as a line comment, we can annotate it with a compiler error (also disguised as a line comment). Similarly, the “inline” of annotations as line comments can be used to predict such annotations in different tasks, e.g., predicting a likely static-analysis error by predicting the diff that would have inserted the annotation as a line comment. To differentiate among such tasks, we use a special code comment describing the task in natural language at the top of the example. In the figure, the task prompt is “Please fix the code-review comments.” Finally, to fit a represented example within the model context window, we use an edit representation akin to diff patches. Figure 4 shows a training example drawn from Figure 1.

This representation can be applied to tasks other than review comment resolution, for example, addressing a compiler error, where instead of annotating the input with a comment text disguised as a line comment, we can annotate it with a compiler error (also disguised as a line comment). Similarly, the “inline” of annotations as line comments can be used to predict such annotations in different tasks, e.g., predicting a likely static-analysis error by predicting the diff that would have inserted the annotation as a line comment. To differentiate among such tasks, we use a special code comment describing the task in natural language at the top of the example. In the figure, the task prompt is “Please fix the code-review comments.” Finally, to fit a represented example within the model context window, we prune lines of the input, preferring to prune lines that are the farthest away from any inlined annotation.

In this fashion, we build a multi-task model for review comment resolution and other associated software-engineering tasks, using the DIDACT framework [12]. The tasks used to train this model,
in addition to code-review comment resolution, include edit prediction (file snapshot to subsequent file snapshot in CitC), variable renaming, code-review comment prediction (predict the comment location and content from the review snapshot), build-error repair, etc., as well as the standard pre-training task for T5, span denoising (i.e., mask out a sequence of tokens and have the model predict them from context). The training corpus consists of over 3 billion examples, of which code review contributes about 60 million examples. We used a more “liberal” set of code-review examples during pre-training, including automated comments, and whole-file or whole-changelist comments. The samples used for fine-tuning and offline evaluation were solely human-generated line comments.

The model was trained using the standard cross-entropy loss, typical for such models, and tuned to maximize the exact sequence-match metric, that is, predicting the exact target for each example. When used for inference, the model is tuned to attain a given desirable precision (i.e., number of correct predictions divided by all predictions). Specifically, every prediction of edits by the model is accompanied by a probability of that prediction; higher probability indicates higher confidence by the model in its prediction. To tune the model, we evaluate its predictions over a held-out validation dataset (say a few months of held-out code reviews not used during training). We choose a probability threshold such that the predictions with probability above that threshold achieve some desirable precision, e.g., 70%. The more aggressive this threshold is (i.e., the higher the target predictive precision), the fewer predictions are above threshold and, subsequently, the fewer predictions are shown to users. For some target precision X, we measure the recall@X of the model, by counting the number of correct predictions divided by all examples.

3.3 From ML Model to a Comment-Resolution Assistant

We focused on the overall user experience and developer efficiency in prototyping and deploying an assistant based on the model [5]. We explored different user-experience alternatives through a series of user studies and refined the feature assistant on insights from an internal beta (see §4 and §3). At a high level, we:

1. Listen for incoming code-review comments produced by reviewers.
2. Ignore comments produced by automated tools, comments not referring to a specific line, comments on unsupported file types, informational comments that the reviewer already marked as “Resolved”, and comments that already have a suggested edit produced manually by the reviewer.
3. Generate the model input in the same format as used for training (§3.2).
4. Query the model and generate the suggested code edit.
5. If the model is confident in the prediction (initially, targeting higher than 70% precision) and a few additional heuristics are satisfied, post the suggested edit to downstream systems.

To generate the code edit, each input is pre-processed into a textual model input using the source code, review comments, and other changelist metadata. The model then predicts the necessary changes to be applied to the input and rebased to the initial source code, perhaps resolving conflicts. The downstream systems, namely

The code-review frontend and the integrated development environment (IDE), expose the suggested edits to the user and log user interactions such as preview and apply events. Figure 5 illustrates the journey of a comment through the system. A dedicated pipeline collects these logs and generates aggregate insights.

4 THE QUEST FOR HIGHER MODEL QUALITY

The assistant produced in §3 went through a number of improvement iterations, with the goal to improve quality. Quality is measured in two ways. First, we use offline evaluation, by computing the recall@X metric described above over a held-out test dataset. Second, we use user feedback, by measuring the number of code-review comments produced during day-to-day business, the number of predictions the model made, the number of those predictions that were previewed, and of those how many were applied, or received thumbs up/thumbs down. All types of such evaluation are meant to detect an increase in developer productivity, but act as easier-to-measure proxies of that measure.

Offline evaluation is desirable because it does not inconvenience users, and can be done rapidly, with high frequency as the assistant is updated. On the other hand, offline evaluation is representative of a test dataset, which is drawn from code reviews that did not benefit from ML assistance, and were performed in an earlier time period (e.g., when reviewing guidelines may have been different); offline evaluation seeks to reproduce exactly what was observed. In contrast, online evaluation represents the current deployment environment, and involves the human user, collecting an assessment of the prediction, even if it is different from what a human developer might have produced. Out of all the user-feedback metrics, the most important is acceptance rate, the fraction of code-review comments that were addressed by an applied ML-suggested edit; other user-feedback metrics are typically used as measurable proxies for other qualities of the model’s performance.

Refinements of the assistant were conducted first to improve offline evaluation performance. Then a beta tool was deployed to a small group of (friendly) users, and the assistant (both the model
and the tool was improved to increase both offline evaluation performance and user feedback metrics. Finally, the first milestone version, V1, was deployed to 50% of the Google population, and a careful A/B test was conducted to assess the user feedback on the resulting tool. After careful analysis, an improved milestone version, V2, followed the first deployment, went through an extensive beta phase, and is now deployed to the full 100% of the Google population.

We describe some dimensions of model-quality refinements below, and defer user-interface refinements for §5. Figure 6 illustrates improvements to recall@X metrics.

**Figure 6: Illustration of model-quality improvements that affect recall@X.**

Note that this is not meant to be a full ablation study of the different design decisions made at every evolutionary step, but merely a narrative of the various considerations in developing the assistant. A careful A/B study of each design update is, by necessity, time consuming—e.g., every effect must be isolated from other confounders, enough data volume is required to draw statistically significant conclusions, etc.—and was incompatible with our product-driven focus to deliver a useful assistant to our internal users in all due haste.

### 4.1 Model Tuning

**Fine-tuning.** The foundation DIDACT model we trained originally was targeting several software-engineering tasks. Fine-tuning that model on comment resolution exclusively (that is, further training on only comment-resolution examples) improved performance.

**Size tuning.** We experimented with various model sizes, trading off computational resources with model performance and latency. By increasing our model size (number of learnable parameters) by 2×, we improved recall by 25%. Further model-size increases did not improve offline performance.

**Reduce precision.** Initial feedback from the V1 beta users of the assistant indicated that a minimum precision of 70% was too conservative. Reducing the minimum precision to 50% increased the absolute recall value (which is unsurprising), without reducing user satisfaction (e.g., the rate of suggestions that were accepted, as well as thumbs-up ratings).

**Hyperparameters.** We carefully explored the hyperparameters of the fine-tuned model, further improving recall@50.

**Language Tuning.** We noticed that minimum-precision thresholds for different languages vary, leading to reduced performance when using a single threshold for all predictions. We introduced per-language minimum-precision threshold tuning, and that increased the aggregate recall@50 metric.

**Reviewer Preview.** When reviewers were given the ability to approve or reject suggested edits (§5), we were able to reduce the target precision further to 40%, which increased recall@40 even further, while still improving downstream acceptance.

### 4.2 Data Improvements

**Single-comment.** Reviewers often provide more than one comment during a review. Consequently, training examples may include multiple comments, all of which are addressed in a single entangled edit. Initial prototype explorations with users showed that developers prefer an edit attributable to a single comment, rather than an undifferentiated set of edits addressing multiple comments at the same time. We therefore predict a single suggested edit for a comment, ignoring all other comments in the file. We found that reducing the training data to examples with a single review comment does not improve model quality. However, we found that limiting our offline evaluation dataset to single-comment edits represented our production scenario better, and led to more confident, higher-precision predictions.

**Train on “Done.”** Some review comments are accepted and addressed immediately (and receive a formulaic “Done” response, produced with a single button click). Other comments may lead to a discussion, and in some cases rejection of the reviewer’s suggestion. We found that by filtering the training examples to comments that are immediately accepted and have a single “Done” response, we improved model recall by more than 20%.

**Synthetic tasks.** The fine-tuned model sees comment-to-edit examples drawn from Google’s history of code reviews. We further augment the dataset with some synthetic tasks that disguise other code-editing activities as code review, to provide the model with additional edit opportunities: 1) A code-infilling task, in which a function, a function body, a part of a function body, or a unit test are removed, and a code-review comment is introduced in their place prompting the model to implement the missing code, sometimes by reusing the pre-existing documentation string as part of that prompt. 2) A build-repair task, in which a file snapshot on which the compiler failed to compile, is cast as a code-review comment of the sort “Please fix the broken build below.” There already is such a build-repair task in the DIDACT pre-training mixture, and this synthetic task casts the same examples in this alternative prompting format, and the target edit is the one that fixes the compiler error.
3) A set of comment resolutions in which the developer rewrote the predicted suggestion, collected from the production system. This is a form of incidental instruction tuning.

### 4.3 Prediction Post-Processing

We manually sampled suggested edits and used thumbs-down clicks from beta users to identify recurring failure patterns. We implemented serving-time heuristic filters to reduce the number of shown incorrect predictions. With these changes, we traded reduced quantity of shown suggested edits for higher quality of user experience and an increase in the observed acceptance rate in production. Specifically:

- **Filter out: Spread-out Edits.** Filtering suggested edits that are more than 5 lines away from the comment reduces the rate of thumbs down clicks for previewed edits from 8.5% to 6.7%.

- **Filter out: Promises to do it Later.** The model sometimes resolves a comment by adding a promise to do it later in a “to do” code comment! When the assistant suggested such edits, users marked them with a thumbs down, so we do not surface such predictions to users.

- **Filter out: Delete Code In Scope.** The model addresses a few comments incorrectly by deleting large blocks of code where the reviewer’s comment was attached. Although sometimes such massive deletions are indeed the intended resolution, we decided to drop all such delete-only predictions, to protect user trust.

### 4.4 A Curated Qualitative Evaluation Dataset

A valuable tool in improving assistant quality was a manually-curated, qualitative evaluation dataset, in addition to the existing, held-out quantitative validation and test data splits from the training dataset. Such curation is motivated by the need to track performance in example categories that are not frequent in our other training and evaluation datasets. We also targeted a small dataset size (on the order of 100 examples), so that a single person can inspect the full set of predictions and ground truth side-by-side, without fatigue, and in enough detail to rate predictions as correct, incorrect, or “close”.

We curated examples with the following criteria:

- A few simple examples that allow us to detect regressions.
- A few difficult examples, already within the capabilities of the current model, also used to detect regressions.
- A few examples that require changes spread across multiple clusters within the file.
- A few examples that are sensitive to the file position where the review comment is attached.
- A balanced mix of examples that focus on code refactoring and code generation.
- A few examples that were considered feasible, but that the model failed to resolve.
- A few examples that were considered feasible, but that led the model to generate only deletions.
- A few “moonshot” examples that we considered infeasible for the model, to assess performance headroom and failure commonalities (e.g., to ensure that the model has low confidence for out-of-distribution comments).

We sourced these examples manually 1) from the held out splits (validation and test) of the training data, 2) from accepted suggested edits in production, 3) from provided manual rewrites by users, and 4) by explicitly generating examples that fulfill a desired property. We explored additional sources such as suggested edits that have been previewed by the user but not applied. We found these very noisy and not suitable for our goal.

Anecdotally, as the model quality improved, during evaluations on the curated datasets, we sometimes identified model suggestions that improved upon our previous ground truth! We often kept multiple correct alternatives, to simplify the job of the human rater.

All in all, the curated dataset served as a qualitative, diverse regression test for desirable properties of the assistant, as a way to formalize launch blockers (e.g., delete-only edits) and updated priorities in the complexity of intended resolutions, and as a way to capture behaviors that did not have sufficient frequency in our training/evaluation data splits to appear naturally in our held-out test split, especially for cases where the distribution changed over time, altering what “ground truth” was.

By necessity, such a curated dataset has a limited useful lifetime and must be updated. For example, what is considered a “moonshot” becomes feasible when model quality improves dramatically.

### 5 THE QUEST FOR HIGHER USABILITY

Even a high-quality ML model for code-review comment resolution can be wasted if not presented to users in an effective, usable manner. We next describe the evolution of our assistant, and the pitfalls we uncovered that, when mitigated, improved its usability. As before, acceptance rate (i.e., the fraction of comments resolved by an accepted ML suggestion) is an important metric of usability, but a core auxiliary metric is also discoverability: the fraction of surfaced suggestions that were previewed by system users.

Note that sometimes usability gaps (e.g., low discoverability) might require modelling improvements (e.g., a different data representation), although this was not necessary in the versions of our assistant described in this article.
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**Figure 7:** The initial Critique integration for the code author that shows *Auto-generated suggested edits* in a distinct annotation attached to the same text range where the reviewer comment was attached.

**Pitfall: decoupled comment and suggested edit.** Our first integration of the ML model in the Critique UI was by running a separate, asynchronous analyzer that queried the model and produced the suggested edit as an independent code finding, in a separate annotation (see Figure 7). This resulted in duplication of information,
wasted precious UI real-estate, and confused the prevailing visual language of review comments. Our V1 beta evaluation showed that only 20% of suggested edits were previewed by developers through a click on the “Show fix” button. A UI update that combined the two sources of information, by placing a “Show ML edit” in the same box where the reviewer comment appears (Figure 2) improved discoverability considerably (up to about 30% at V1 launch).

Figure 8: As the reviewer started typing the comment, the suggestion was shown. Note that unlike the more descriptive text of Figure 2, the reviewer had not yet had a chance to specify the details (e.g., “before assigning”) or even designating the particular variable in question. The location of the comment and the mention of “check” and “null” were sufficient to trigger the assistant to suggest the intended edit. It should be noted though that earlier, as the comment is being typed, the assistant will suggest a rename or other unrelated assignments. The reviewer has the option to continue typing until they complete their comment (and possibly discard the suggested edit if it is inapplicable), stop when they see what they intended, or complete and elucidate the comment even after the right suggestion is predicted by the assistant.

Figure 9: The author is shown an ML-suggested edit that the reviewer previewed and approved.

Pitfall: decoupled reviewer from ML assistant. The most frequent negative feedback during the beta of the V1 assistant was from reviewers who were uncomfortable having an ML model “interpret” their comment into a suggested edit, and would prefer to preview the suggestion before providing it to the code author; the pedagogical function of code review was of primary concern here, since code review is often how new engineers are trained on local conventions and programming discipline. This led to a UI revision in V2, in which the reviewer is shown the ML-suggested edit (Figure 8) as they type their comment. The reviewer can decide to reject the suggested edit (in which case the author will only see the reviewer’s comment). If the reviewer takes no action, the author sees the comment along with the suggestion, as well as an additional annotation of the suggested edit denoting that it has been “Reviewed” (Figure 9). We noticed initially that reviewers only approved about half of the ML-suggested edits to their own comments, which suggests that the quality of suggested edits reaching code authors increased as a result of this pre-approval. Furthermore, since the reviewer can reject obviously incorrect suggested edits, we could be even more aggressive with ML confidence thresholds, dropping the V2 minimum precision to 40% from 50% and, therefore increasing the number of comments that received ML suggestions.

Pitfall: slow-to-predict edits. Reviewer-previewed suggested edits are valuable to code authors (see above); however, reviewers are typically pressed for time, and may move on quickly from comment to comment. In an attempt to reduce back-end prediction load, and to avoid showing reviewers suggested edits before they have typed enough of their comment, we set the triggering delay between when the reviewer starts typing a comment and when a prediction is requested to 1500ms. Between this triggering delay, and the additive prediction latency of the model, many predictions “missed” the reviewer, who had already moved on. When we further reduced the triggering delay to 500ms, and improved the prediction latency through considerable engineering effort, the number of suggested edits previewed by reviewers increased by 12%, and the acceptance rate of ML-suggested edits by authors improved by 18%. We found the 2x increase in back-end load that resulted from this triggering change well-justified by the improvement in acceptance rates.

Pitfall: click to view. Since code shepherding (i.e., editing the changelist in light of the reviewer comments) takes a significant fraction of developers’ time—one study at Google measured the median to be around 60 minutes [7]—efficiency in addressing comments is important. We found that ML-suggested edit discoverability for the changelist author improved when we started showing the suggested edit immediately next to the reviewer comment (Figure 9), rather than requiring a click of the “Show ML edit” button (Figure 2).

Pitfall: code review is serialized. Our original design of the UI assumed that the changelist author and reviewers operate in lock step: one stops when the other starts working on the changelist. This is not, however, how code review operates in practice. Sometimes the changelist is edited by the author as the reviewer is reviewing, or perhaps the reviewer thinks of a new comment after they have passed the bulk of their review to the author, and sometimes the reviewer attaches a comment to an older review snapshot of
the changelist. All in all, this means that sometimes even an ML-suggested edit that the author wishes to accept is incompatible with the current state of the code. We found that by detecting those cases, and opening a three-way merge window (Figure 10) for the author to resolve any merge conflicts, the number of accepted suggested edits increased.

Pitfall: meticulous user feedback is plentiful. Our original hope was to study thumbs up/thumbs down user feedback as an additional model signal producing improved predictions. Unfortunately, developers do not often provide positive feedback explicitly: we noticed that most accepted suggested edits were not accompanied by a thumbs-up click, and there were few thumbs-up clicks for not-applied edits. Thankfully, in this case, applied edits constitute strong, indirect positive feedback. For negative feedback, we found a mix of “comment is not useful” and “suggested edit is not useful” clicks, which made the data very noisy, since the design of our feedback mechanism left room for ambiguous responses. In the end, we found the actual numbers of thumbs up/thumbs down relatively uninformative. However, a developer dissatisfied with the assistant’s prediction has the option to open a bug report for the assistant, which collects automatically the changelist context, the reviewer comment, and the incorrect ML-suggested edit, as well as an optional explanation why this suggested edit is wrong. We received numerous such bug reports, which did help us and contributed to our curated evaluation dataset.

6 SYSTEM IMPACT

We now turn to evaluations, both qualitative and quantitative, of our code-review comment-resolution assistant in practice.

6.1 Quantitative Results

In the previous sections, we described how we iterated on model quality and usability, and reported relevant metric improvements for these iterations.

However, ultimately a primary goal for any assistance tool is to increase productivity. One metric we use to gauge the positive impact of our assistant on productivity is acceptance rate, the fraction of all code-review comments that are resolved by the assistant; this measures, out of all (non-automated) comments left by human reviewers, what fraction received an ML-suggested edit that the author accepted and applied directly to their changelist.

Table 1 shows results from the assistant’s deployment, starting with the first milestone version (V1), which lacked reviewer preview and required a click to view suggested edits. The bottom V1 row shows that out of all code-review comments, 4.9% were resolved by an ML-suggested edit (with a 75–25 split between Critique and the IDE). Weekly aggregate acceptance rates over the 3-month deployment to 50% of Google engineers range between 3.9% and 5.5%. As has been previously published, tens of millions of code-review comments are left by Google developers every year [19], which means that an almost 5% ML-assisted comment resolution is a considerable contribution to Google’s total engineering productivity.

The table also breaks down the fraction of comments that go all the way to ML-assisted resolution. Around 34% receive predictions given the tuned model—note that this is a model tuned for 50% minimum precision. Of those predictions, A little fewer than a third are previewed by the author; for the rest, the author chose to push back (e.g., question the reviewer’s comment), or perhaps thought the comment would be easy enough to address without even previewing the suggestion. Most of the previews were done in Critique and far fewer in the IDE (roughly a 5-to-1 ratio), which can be explained by Critique being the first-pass UI for receiving reviewer comments, only switching to the IDE when the review is
received while other coding is in progress, or the edit requires a 3-way merge to be applied. Finally, out of all previewed suggested edits, over 45% are accepted by the author and applied to code.

The more recent V2 milestone version (reviewer preview, no click to view edit) showed promising results during its beta deployment to a smaller fraction of Google engineers over 8 weeks, and was recently deployed to the full population replacing the V1 version globally. Table 1, under the V2 rows, shows that out of all code-review comments in this population, 7.5% were resolved by an ML-suggested edit (with a 76–24 split between Critique and the IDE). Weekly aggregate acceptance rates since full deployment started ranged between 5.4% and 7.5% with a standard deviation of about 0.9 percentage points. This acceptance rate is considerably higher than that of the V1 assistant; acceptance rate reached as much as 9.4% during the V2 beta, but stabilized around 7.5% after deployment covered the full developer population. Different programming languages see different acceptance rates. Among the popular languages, acceptance rate is 9.5% for Java, 7.5% for C++, and 7.1% for Python, and these numbers vary similarly to the above aggregate from week to week. We have no conclusive explanation why Python acceptance rate is lower than, say, Java, except that different popular languages are used for different purposes (e.g., building back-end services versus ML training scripts) and receive comments of different types.

Also looking at the breakdown (for the V2 table rows), around half of all eligible comments receive predictions—note that this model is tuned for 40% minimum precision, since a reviewer will have a chance to reject the suggestion. Of those predictions, over 63% are accepted by the reviewer and attached to the comment to be sent to the author. 34% of those suggested edits are previewed by the author, and of those previewed, 70% are accepted and applied to code. The higher “yield” of suggested edits as we proceed through the stages of the V2 assistant demonstrates the benefits of more reviewer control; we observe that reviewers do some "prompt engineering" on their comment text, to get the desired suggested edit. The higher yield also demonstrates the benefits of higher discoverability, and the assurance that a human reviewer has rejected inapplicable ML-suggested edits before the author receives them.

### 6.2 Qualitative Results

In this section, we look at some selected examples of detailed rewrites produced by the assistant. We observe ML-suggested edits addressing a wide range of reviewer comments in production, including simple localized refactoring, changes that are spread across dozens of lines of code, use of standard libraries accompanied by imports, unit-test generation, etc.

Figure 11 illustrates a refactoring edit that hoists some string literals strewn throughout the code into separate constants. The rewrite also moves some formatting code into the constant definitions, which addresses the reviewer’s suggestion, but solves the problem in a more comprehensive way than what was proposed. It is interesting that the assistant is collaborating with the reviewer here: the reviewer suggests one way to address the issue and the assistant expands it into an even better rewrite.

The second example in Figure 12 addresses a fairly open-ended comment by the reviewer with a comprehensive code rewrite, introducing the idiomatic Python enum primitive, and importing the relevant standard library in the process. Although the reviewer was ambivalent about the right way to address their concern, the suggested edit demonstrates the detailed alternative for the author, leaving it up to them to make a choice (in this case, although the suggestion addressed the reviewer’s suggestion, the author chose not to apply the edit).

In the final example in Figure 13, the model generates a new unit test to address the reviewer’s suggestion. It mimics the pre-existing test pattern (from the location of the comment), while changing the expected semantics as described in the reviewer’s comment. Additionally, the model suggests an apt test name, reflecting intended test semantics. Although different assistants might be required to handle more ambiguous and comprehensive test improvements, we have found that simple unit tests can be usefully suggested by the comment-resolution assistant.

Early feedback about the assistant in internal message boards is enthusiastic, including characterizations such as "sorcery!", "magic!", "impressive". Although the new version V2, in which suggested edits are presented as the reviewer is typing a comment, has only been deployed to 100% of the population for a relatively limited time, we have received delighted reports demonstrating that just the location and the initial sentiment of the reviewer’s comment can lead to helpful suggested edits, for both parties involved. In one example, the reviewer had barely typed "I believe the recommended way [cursor]" with respect to four lines of code, and the model already suggested the refactoring that the reviewer intended, with no further prompting. In a similar cluster of examples, reviewers who remember there is a library for what they are about to suggest but do not recall the exact library or API will start writing the comment, e.g., "there is a library for [cursor]" and the suggested edit actually reminds them of the relevant library and the associated rewrite. In both cases the reviewer preview helps reviewers save

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>(%) of total</th>
<th>(%) of previous step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incoming comments</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Confident predictions</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Previewed by author</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied by author</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Confident predictions</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accepted by reviewer</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Previewed by author</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied by author</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The concept of author preview is less significant in V2. The author automatically sees a small preview and can "click-to-view" full suggested edits. This full view either shows the "Apply" button or informs about an edit that requires a three-way merge. Almost all not-applied previews in V2 denote an edit that required a three-way merge to be applied.

Table 1: Comment attrition on the way to ML-assisted resolution. "V1" is the first milestone version (click-to-view suggested edits, no reviewer preview). "V2" is the second milestone version (reviewer preview, always show suggested edits to authors).
time reviewing, since it makes their comment concrete and avoids lookups, and it also saves the author’s time, since the suggestion is actionable and pre-vetted by the reviewer.

The extensive use of the tool in the past year within the company has demonstrated non-trivial, detailed, comprehensive suggested edits that have surprised and delighted developers.

7 RELATED WORK

There is quite a bit of recent work on predicting code review comments from code / code changes, but relatively less work on generating code edits to address comments, or experiences about such deployed systems.

CodeReviewer [10] is perhaps the closest recent result to our assistant. It seeks to automate the identification of lines that merit a comment, the generation of that comment, and a suggested refactoring to address the issue. It is trained on 8M GitHub pull requests to further pre-train and fine-tune a code Large Language Model. The reported results focus on the model itself and ablative studies, showing promising benchmark evaluations. Our approach is similar in principle, with some differences. First, our focus in this paper is on deploying an assistant based on a comment-resolution...
ML model, and realizing its productivity impact. Second, we train on a more homogeneous distribution of code-review examples: code review is a fundamental aspect of the Google engineering culture, yielding a high volume of high-quality training data about a more uniform codebase. Third, DIDACT [12], our underlying ML framework, trains on a broader set of data sources and tasks (code, fine-grained code edits, code review, build repair, refactoring operations). PLUR [3] was our earlier research effort towards training multi-task models of diverse code activities. Finally, since this work is evaluated on end-user acceptance, rather than strictly on off-line accuracy results, accuracy metrics are not directly comparable; informationally, our recall@50 is over 66%, which is a competitive metric to the CodeReviewer metrics on its evaluation datasets.

8 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

In this article, we introduced an ML-assistance feature to reduce the time spent on resolving code-review comments at Google. At the moment, the assistant is deployed to all Google engineers and 7.5% of all code-review comments are addressed with applied ML-suggested edits.

We are working on improvements throughout the whole stack, but also creating APIs to integrate this in-situ modification of code to address review comments in other tools and modalities. Beyond code review, we are continuing along the same line of work to bring ML assistance to various stages of the software engineer’s journey, from design and implementation all the way to deployment, maintenance, bug finding, and repair.
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